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the north the mountains of the Kamchatka Peninsula continue southward
through the little Kurile Islands to Hokkaido, the northern island of
Japan, and the Sea of Okhotsk is thus enclosed. Next the islands of
Hokkaido and Honshu, the main island of Japan, enclose the Sea of
Japan. Then comes the Yellow Sea, named from the mud brought into it
by the Yellow River, and lying west of the Chosen Peninsula. Farther
south the great South China Sea is surrounded by partly drowned moun-
tain ranges which rise to high levels in the Philippines, Borneo, and
Sumatra. The two latter islands, together with Java and Celebes, sur-
round the Java Sea. If Asia stood a few thousand feet higher all these
islands would be seen as parts of high mountain chains surrounding
basins and plateaus like those of the great triangle of inner Asia.
countries of southwestern asia
Turkey
The next step in our study of Asia is to become familiar with the vari-
ous countries and their cities. On a small scale Turkey repeats many
features of Asia as a whole. The most habitable part consists of small
alluvial plains close to the coast. One set of these, in river valleys near
the west coast, formed the old Greek region of Ionia. After living there
2,500 years or more, the Greeks were finally taken to Greece after the
first World War. Izmir (Smyrna), the only city in Asiatic Turkey that
approaches 200,000 in population, lies at the mouth of such a valley.
Another set of plains consists of alluvial deltas formed by mountain rivers
on the north and south coasts. The largest of these is at Adana near
the northeast corner of the Mediterranean Sea. Wherever the slopes face
the sea there is a fair annual rainfall, although everywhere the summers
are dry, as befits the Mediterranean type of climate. Inside the mountain
barriers, however, the rainfall becomes scanty, grass instead of trees usu-
ally covers the slopes, and irrigation is needed for crops other than those
such as winter wheat, which are planted in the fall and reaped in the
spring. Crop failures are frequent, and the yield per acrq. averages low.
Railroads are naturally scarce (A569). A few run inland along ihe west-
ern valleys. A main railroad connects Istanbul with Adana and Syria,
and another runs through Ankara, the new capital, to the Armenian
Plateau and Soviet Russia. Many railroads have been built recently.
Syria and Palestine*
Geographically, although not politically, Syria and Palestine belong
together. The most habitable part consists mainly of two north and south
mountain ranges, or plateaus, with a long, narrow depression, or rift

